In this paper we seek to understand the relationship between the online popularity of an article and its intrinsic quality. Prior experimental work suggests that the relationship between quality and popularity can be very distorted due to factors like social influence bias and inequality in visibility. We conduct a study of popularity on two different social news aggregators, Reddit and Hacker News. We define quality as the relative number of votes an article would have received if each article was shown, in a bias-free way, to an equal number of users. We propose a simple poisson regression method to estimate this quality metric from time-series voting data. We validate our methods on data from Reddit and Hacker News, as well the experimental data from prior work. This method works well even though the collected data is subject to common social media biases. Using these estimates, we find that popularity on Reddit and Hacker News is a stronger reflection of intrinsic quality than expected.
Introduction
One of the many narratives surrounding the growth of social media is that our systems for liking, retweeting, voting, and sharing are giving rise to a digital democracy of content. As the narrative goes, virality enabled "Gangnam Style" to dominate international audiences, helped the Ice Bucket challenge raise millions of dollars for ALS research, and we now interpret trending topics on Twitter as a signal of societal importance (Gillespie 2011). There's a considerable amount of academic work that interrogates this narrative by delving deeply into understanding the properties of virality. For example, scholars have studied the propagation and correction of rumors (Friggeri et al. 2014) , the role of influential users in spreading information (Bakshy et al. 2012) , or whether information actually diffuses in a viral way at all (Goel, Watts, and Goldstein 2012) .
Although many papers hint at it, there are few papers that directly address a basic question: do these systems promote the best content? Does this "digital democracy" actually work? As a thought experiment, imagine polling a large population of people and asking them to rate every music video uploaded to Youtube in 2012. Would "Gangnam Style", the most watched video on Youtube, still come out on top?
Evidence from the MusicLab experiment of Salganik, Dodds, and Watts (2006; 2008) suggests that it might not.
In this experiment, the authors set up a website where users could listen to and download songs from unknown artists. When visiting the site, participants were randomly assigned to a "world" and presented a list of songs that were ranked by the number of downloads the song had in that world. This design let the authors observe the evolution of popularity of the same song across different worlds. They also included one world in which songs were ranked randomly. The number of song downloads in this control world served as a measure of intrinsic song quality.
They found that the popularity of a song could vary wildly across worlds; songs with the largest share of downloads in one world went relatively ignored in another one. Higher quality songs were more popular on average, but there was a large variance in popularity for all but the best and worst songs. This variance was caused by a rich-get-richer effect. Songs with more downloads were ranked higher in the list and were more likely to be sampled by future listeners. Furthermore, participants were able to see the number of current downloads each song had, and were more likely to sample songs with a higher number of downloads. In the presence of such effects, the authors conclude, popularity is a noisy and distorted measure of quality.
Present Work What do these results imply about the relationship between intrinsic quality and popularity on real world sociotechnical systems? Facebook, Twitter, etc all have a rich-getricher phenomenon because posts with more likes, retweets, and views are more visible, on average, than their less popular counterparts. Does this imply that there's a distorted relationship between quality and popularity on these platforms? Unfortunately we do not have the ability to run randomized experiments on these platforms, so the main challenge of answering this question is developing a metric of quality that can be estimated from observational popularity data.
In this paper we argue that social news aggregators provide a good setting to study the relationship between popularity and article quality. We conduct our study on two aggregators, Reddit and Hacker News. Reddit is a popular site where users submit links to content from around the web, and other users vote and comment on those links. Hacker News is an aggregator dedicated to programming and technology-related issues but is otherwise similar in structure. Reddit received approximately 450 million page views in December 2014, while Hacker News received approximately 3.25 million.
These aggregators have several properties that facilitate disentangling observed popularity from inherent quality. The first property is the rich-get-richer effect is easier to measure on Reddit and Hacker News because content visibility is easier to quantify. The interface of each site is a simple, non-personalized list of links 1 , so the observed article ranking is (approximately) the same for all users. Due to the similarities in UI, estimating visibility on Reddit or Hacker News is very similar to estimating position bias in search results and search ad rankings. We exploit this similarity in our techniques.
Reddit and Hacker News also admit a clean definition of "quality". Each site orders articles by a function of upvotes (or upvotes minus downvotes in Reddit's case) and age. For convenience, we'll use the term score to mean number of upvotes in the case of Hacker News, or the difference between upvotes and downvotes for Reddit. Holding all else equal, Reddit and Hacker News implicitly consider articles with a greater score to be better than articles with a lower score. We will then define quality as the score an article would receive if all articles were shown to the same number of users, and in the absence of confounds like social signals. The MusicLab experiment accomplished this by randomizing the ordering of songs and not displaying the number of downloads that each song has. The reality of voting is nowhere close to this process, so we must instead estimate this hypothetical quality measure from data.
Lastly, recent empirical work shows that popularity on Reddit exhibits signs of a distorted relationship between quality and popularity. Gilbert (2013) studies popularity of images on Reddit and finds that over half of popular image submissions are actually reposts of previous submissions. The same picture may receive no upvotes on it's first submission but its second or third submission may gain thousand of upvotes.
Our Contributions
The main contribution of this paper is a method for estimating article quality on Reddit and Hacker News. The key to our analysis is the use of time-series observations of voting behavior for each article. Observing the same article at different points in it's life allows us to examine the influence of different factors on voting data.
We begin by showing a small example of a factor that causes a distortion between quality and popular. We identify a set of articles on Hacker News that had identical voting patterns in the first 30 minutes of their lifetimes, and find that articles in this set that (randomly) began on the front page of Hacker News eventually became more than twice as popular than articles that began on lower pages.
We then develop a simple poisson regression model for learning parameters from observed data, with the goal of using those parameters to estimate the score an article would have received if the voting were conducted in a bias-free manner. Our base model only includes factors for article and position effects but we expand this model to also include factors for the time decay of article quality and for potential social influence effects. Since we lack the ability to evaluate against ground truth data from Reddit or Hacker News, we evaluate this model on data from the MusicLab experiment. We find this method is effective at recovering ground truth quality parameters, and further show that it has good explanatory power for Reddit and Hacker News data.
Using these estimates, we examine the relationship between article quality and popularity. We first verify the existence of a large position bias on Reddit and Hacker News. We then find a surprisingly strong relationship between quality and popularity, indicating that the most popular articles on Reddit and Hacker News are likely the best articles in the system.
Lastly we expand Gilbert's study of reposting behavior on Reddit and show that reposters actually helps Reddit aggregate content that is popular on the rest of the web. Specifically, we show that the number of submissions of an article is positively correlated with its external popularity, and these increased number of postings raise the probability that at least one becomes popular.
Related Work
This work is mostly closely related to the literature on predicting popularity, although we emphasize the goal is different. The goal of the prediction literature is to predict popularity within real systems, which are subject to the biases that we listed in the introduction, whereas our goal is to "predict" popularity in a hypothetical bias-free world. One implication of (Salganik, Dodds, and Watts 2006) is that predicting popularity is inherently difficult because cultural markets tend to construct preferences rather than reveal them. However prediction literature shows popularity can be predicted accurately if we observe a small amount of early popularity. (Szabo and Huberman 2010) show that Youtube views can be predicted accurately using a log-linear extrapolation of early popularity. Recent work has improved the accuracy of this method (Pinto, Almeida, and Gonçalves 2013) but still only uses features related to early popularity. Both (Cheng et al. 2014) and (Bakshy et al. 2011) find that content features are weak features in comparison to structural features, such as the networks of original posters and the timing of early shares and retweets. Some scholars (Bandari, Asur, and Huberman 2012) have proposed and tested prediction methods that only use content features, but (Arapakis, Cambazoglu, and Lalmas 2014) finds that predicting news popularity at cold-start with only content-features provides little accuracy over a trivial baseline. This is not to say that content-only prediction is impossible but the MusicLab experiment and related experiment provide a solid theoretical grounding for why content-only prediction should be difficult.
Several scholars have used data from the MusicLab experiment to study the roles of article qualities and social influence in popularity. Krumme et al. (2012) uses the MusicLab data to show that social influence affects a user's choice of what songs to listen to but not their probability of downloading a song after listening to it. Abeliuk et al. (2014) use the model of Krumme et al. to estimate article quality from the MusicLab data and design a ranking algorithm to maximize the number of downloads. Similarly (Lerman and Hogg 2014) (2014) design a news aggregator experiment on Mechanical Turk to test the efficacy of different ranking algorithms, and find that ordering by popularity was best at focusing user attention on high quality articles. In followup work, Hogg and Lerman (2014) use the same experiment to test the effect of social influence. In doing so, they use a model to estimate article quality which is similar to the one we employ (see section 5).
Although there aren't many studies on Reddit (see below), social news aggregators have been studied in recent years. Lampe and Resnick (2004) analyze the comment moderation system on Slashdot and show that many comments never receive a fair judgment because of "rich-get-richer" style effects. Lerman et al (2009; studied popularity on Digg, and demonstrated that popularity prediction accuracy could be improved by tailoring a model to the algorithm and interface that Digg used. Hodas and Lerman (2014) use an explicit model of user attention and visibility to explain differences in information diffusion between Digg and Twitter.
Finally there's a nascent literature that uses Reddit as a data source. While our approach is agnostic to article features, other scholars have used qualitative and quantitative to study popularity and preferences on Reddit. Lakkaraju, McAuley, and Leskovec (2013) decompose article popularity into separate effects: the quality of the content itself and the appeal of the title of the content. They show that textual features of the title play a large role in determining popularity. Leavitt and Clark (2014) study the behavior of a subreddit dedicated to Hurricane Sandy news and qualitatively analyze preferences of that community, and the resulting popularity of different types of stories within that subreddit.
Data
Reddit Reddit is composed of many different sub-communities called "subreddits". For example "r/news" 2 is the subreddit for discussing news and current events. Links must be submitted to a subreddit. Any logged-in user may either upvote or downvote any link on Reddit. When a user visits the front page of Reddit (reddit.com), they are shown articles from a combination of different subreddits that they are subscribed to. New users and users without accounts are shown articles from a combination of the "default" subreddits. Although the main ranking is personalized for each user, articles are ranked the same for all users when they visit a particular subreddit (i.e. reddit.com/r/news). Within a subreddit, articles are ranked in decreasing order of their "hot score", which is defined by:
Where u i , d i is the number of upvotes and downvotes received by article i and age i is the number of minutes be-2 by convention, "r/" is prefixed to the name of a subreddit when referring to it tween the current time and the time the article was submitted 3 . There's additional logic to handle the case where d i ≥ u i but most of our observations have u i > d i . The algorithm for ranking articles on the front page is more complex and we omit these details because this work only studies dynamics within particular subreddits.
Hacker News The design of Hacker News is a bit simpler than Reddit's in a few ways. First, Hacker News allows people to upvote stories but not to downvote them. Second, there are only two different article rankings: the "new" ranking which is a chronological list of articles, and the "top ranking". In the "top ranking", articles are ranked according to the following "top score" (a term we use for the sake of convenience):
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Where u i is the number of upvotes for article i and age i is the time (in hours) elapsed between submission and the current time. penalties i is a factor related to certain features of the article, such as whether it is "light weight" or "controversial". The details of penalties are not made public but in most cases the penalty factors have little impact. To appear in the top-ranking of Hacker News, an article's score must exceed some minimum threshold. The number of articles in the top ranking can vary because of the threshold. Data Collection We collect data at 10 minute intervals over a two week period from 5/26/14 to 6/6/14 for each site. For Hacker News, we collect all articles in the top ranking and new ranking and record the number of upvotes, comments, and position of each article (as well as static metadata like title, author, etc). We can compute the number of votes an article received by comparing the number of votes in subsequent time periods. For our purposes, each observation is a tuple (t, i, j, v t i ), meaning that article i at time t was observed in position j, and received v t i upvotes in the time period t to t + 1. For Reddit, we collect the top 500 articles of the hot rankings for a number of different default subreddits, and record the number of upvotes, downvotes, position, and score (difference of upvotes and downvotes) for each article. Each observation is a tuple (t, i, j, u 
A Simple Example
In this section we demonstrate a concrete example of why observed popularity may only be a distorted measure of article quality. We show that the initial position of an article within Hacker News' top-ranking has a large influence on its eventual popularity. Furthermore we show initial positioning is partially determined by random factors. Articles only appear in the top-ranking of Hacker News when their score exceeds some minimum threshold. We define initial position as the position of an article when it first enters the top-ranking. We certainly have some measurement errors for initial positions because we scrape at 10-minute intervals, so it's possible that an article enters at some position j but we first see it at position j . However the median movement in position between time intervals in only 2 ranks, so we feel this measurement error has an insignificant effect. The initial position of an article is partially a function of the quality of an article. To mitigate endogeneity issues, we first select a subset of articles that are essentially the same, according to their top-score, when they enter the top-ranking of Hacker News. Specifically, we only consider articles that enter the top-ranking with exactly 3 upvotes and within 30 minutes of submission to Hacker News. Since these articles have roughly the same top-score, the variation in initial position is determined by the scores and ages of the other articles in the ranking.
Hacker News breaks its ranking into different pages by every 30 positions. Figure 1 shows a box plot of the final score of articles, where articles are grouped by the initial page that they appear on. The median score of articles that initially appear on the first page is 35 versus 5 and 4 for the second and third page. The mean scores are 57, 20, and 4. After adding controls for time and day of submission and running a linear regression, we find that articles that initially appear on the front page receive 57 more upvotes on average.
The reason for this difference is fairly simple. A small fraction of Hacker News users look at the second page, so stories that start there never have a chance to gain many votes. This is just one example of a dynamic that could potentially distort the relationship between quality and popularity.
Model
In this section we present and evaluate our method for estimating article quality. As discussed in the introduction, our measure of intrinsic article quality is the score an article would have received if voting were conducted in a bias-free way. Specifically, we want to estimate the score an article would have received if it were exposed to same number of randomly-chosen users, and in the absence of any social signals like the current score of the article or the number of comments. While this definition of quality is clearly not the only definition of quality, nor is it suitable for every type of article on Reddit or Hacker News (see section A.1 in the appendix for a discussion of this issue), we feel its a reasonable definition.
Estimation
The primary issue for estimating these parameters we don't observe the number of users who viewed an article but decided not to vote on it. If we observe that an article only received 5 votes, we don't know if 5 or 500 users viewed that article. Even if we knew the number of users who visited a page (presumably these sites do), we still couldn't be sure because articles at the top of the page may receive many more views than articles at the bottom.
Fortunately this is a common problem encountered in estimating the click-through-rates of search results and search ads (Dupret and Piwowarski 2008),(Chen and Yan 2012), (Craswell et al. 2008) . One model used in this literature is the examination hypothesis, proposed by (Richardson, Dominowska, and Ragno 2007) , which models the probability of a user clicking on article i in slot j as a two-step process. With probability p j a user examines the article in position j, independent of the article in position j. If the users examines position j, they click on that article with probability q i . Then the p and p parameters are estimate from search log data, typically via maximum likelihood estimation.
Direct application of this model isn't possible because the granularity of our data is votes cast over a 10 minute interval, rather than voting data at the individual level. Instead of estimating the probability that a single user votes on an article, we estimate the rate at which an articles receives votes. Recent work (Chen and Yan 2012) shows that the binomial model in the examination hypothesis can be replaced with a poisson model. As it turns out, their formulation is exactly equivalent to the following standard poisson regression with fixed effects for article quality and position bias:
is the number of votes received by article i at time t and p t i is the position it appeared in. The fitted q i parameters are then used to estimate the quality of each article (described in more detail in section 7 ). While the approach in (Chen and Yan 2012) yields an efficient closed-form solution for the MLE, the poisson regression gives us the flexibility to add other factors. We choose the poisson regression approach for this reason.
Time Decay and Score Effects
The above model accounts for the primary effects of position bias and article quality but there are other factors that affect voting. The first is that article quality may decay over time, perhaps because the news is less relevant or a large fraction of users may have seen the article on earlier visits. We add an age term to account for such effects. age t i is the time difference (in hours) between the time of observation and the submission time of article i.
Both Reddit and Hacker News display the current score of each article, which gives a signal about the article. Prior work (Hogg and Lerman 2014), (Muchnik, Aral, and Taylor 2013) , (Krumme et al. 2012) , (Salganik, Dodds, and Watts 2006) shows these signals can have significant effects on user viewing and voting behavior. We add a term for score effects but first apply a log transformation to scores to account for the large disparities in scores on Reddit and Hacker News. Let S t i be the score of article i at time t. The full model is:
In summary, the full model estimates an article quality effect q i for each article, a position bias effect p j for each position, a time decay effect β age , and a score effect β score . We use the StatsModels python module 4 to implement the poisson regression, with the L-BFGS method to optimize the likelihood function (Nocedal 1980).
Evaluation
Unfortunately we lack the ability to evaluate our estimates against ground truth from Reddit or Hacker News. Instead we validate the model in two different ways. First we apply this model to data from the MusicLab experiments (Salganik, Dodds, and Watts 2006) and compare against the ground truth estimates from that experiment. We find that the poisson regression recovers accurate estimates of the ground truth quality data. Second we show the poisson model has good explanatory power for the Reddit and Hacker News data, even when evaluated on out-of-sample data during cross-validation.
MusicLab
Participants in the MusicLab experiment (Salganik, Dodds, and Watts 2006) were shown a list of unknown songs that they could listen to and download. When participants entered the website, they were assigned to 1 of 9 different worlds. In the first 8 worlds, songs were ordered by the number of downloads the song received within that world (the download count was also displayed to users). In the 9th world, songs were shown in a random order to each user and the current download count was not displayed.
We use this data to assess the accuracy of the poisson regression method. We use data from the first 8 worlds, the ones which were ranked by popularity and subject to social influence, to estimate the number of downloads of each song in the random world. We fit the following model:
is an indicator variable for whether the t th user in world w downloaded song i, p t,w i was the position that song i appeared in for that user, and D
t,w i
is the number of downloads of song i in world w when user t visited. We then use the fitted parameters to predict the expected downloads of each song in the randomly-ordered world:
The score term is removed because current downloads were not displayed in the random world. These predicted values are compared against the actual number of downloads, D 9 i , in figure 2a. Although the predicted number of downloads underestimates the true downloads, it predicts the data very well up to that scalar factor. If we were to scale the download counts, the data would tightly fit the y = x line.
Reddit and Hacker News
We now test how well this model predicts the time-series data from Reddit and Hacker News. For each site, the predicted number of votes for each observation is the conditional mean of the poisson distribution, i.e.,
For Reddit this only predicts the number of votes on an article, not the increase in score. We can directly estimate an article's probability of getting an upvote conditional on the article receiving any vote by the fraction of upvotes to total votes. The unconditional rate of upvoting is the rate of voting times the conditional upvote probability, and the predicted growth in score is just the upvote rate minus the downvote rate. Let r up i be the observed ratio of upvotes to total vote for article i and r down i be the ratio of downvotes. The predicted growth in score for article i at time t is:
We evaluate the accuracy of predictions using the coefficient of determination (R 2 value), mean absolute error, and mean squared error. In addition to reporting the accuracy on the in-sample data, we run a 5-fold cross-validation and report prediction accuracy on the out-of-sample data points.
Results
The results are shown in table 1. The model performs well for both in-sample and out-of-sample prediction, capturing between 50% and 80% of the variance in the voting data. To visualize the prediction, we plot observed scores versus predicted scores for out-of-sample data points from r/pics in figure 2b. Each data point represents the estimated and observed value for the difference in upvotes and downvotes that article received in a 10 minute interval. While the fit is reasonably good, the data is over-dispersed. The poisson model assumes that conditional variance is equal to the conditional but this doesn't hold in our data (technically, this is not readable from the plot because we show the score, which is the difference of two poisson variables, but we verified this using the prediction of the pure number of votes as well). While this assumption on the variance isn't necessary for valid estimate of the maximum likelihood parameters, it suggests that the poisson model can be improved upon.
The predictions in table 1 were made using the full poisson model, i.e. the one that includes terms for time-decay Table 1 : Accuracy metrics for the full Poisson model. In sample value are trained on and predicted for the same dataset. Out-of-sample are trained on a train set and predicted for a test over 5 fold cross-validation. and score effects. Table 2 shows the average cross-validated R 2 values for the base poisson model, the model with just a time-decay factor, and the full model. In most cases, gains in accuracy are driven primarily by the addition of the timedecay factor but the score effects do help. We use the full model to estimate article quality except for r/news and r/pics. The values for position bias in the full poisson model behaved oddly in those two cases; the resulting estimates implied that positions 200 to 300 received more views than the top 50 positions. It seems that the position bias for those top 50 positions were "pushed" into the score parameter. Although the full model was marginally more accurate, we chose to drop the score term for those two datasets because of this unintuitive behavior.
Analysis
We first use these estimates to quantify position bias on Reddit and Hacker News. Figure 2c shows the relative view rates for the top 90 positions. We only show data for two subreddits but the trends hold on each subreddit studied. The relative view rate for position j by is computed by exponentiating the fitted p j parameter from the poisson regression and Table 2 : Average R 2 values over cross-fold validation for the three models. The starred subreddits indicate that the full model is not used for quality estimation because of bad fitted values for position effects.
scaling so the maximum view rate in a subreddit is equal to 1. The curve for each subreddit begins at position 5 because we discard observations from the top 5 positions of each subreddit (see the appendix for the reasoning behind this). Each dataset shows an exponential decline in view rate but Hacker News has a particularly sharp drop at its page break (position 30 to 31), whereas the subreddits display a smoother decline. The general shape of position bias is consistent with estimates from other platforms (Krumme et al. 2012) ,(Lerman and Hogg 2014).
Quality and Popularity
We now measure the relationship between estimated quality and popularity on Reddit and Hacker News. An article's quality is defined as the the expected score article i would receive if all articles in that subreddit were shown to the same number of users. For convenience, we also scale qualities such that the maximum quality article in a given subreddit is equal to 1. Given the fitted q i parameters from the poisson model, the estimated quality for a Hacker News article is:
For Reddit, estimated quality is:
where r up i is the observed fraction of upvotes to total votes by article i (r down i defined similarly). Figures 3a,3b, and 3c show a few examples of the relationship between quality and score. Hacker News, shown in figure 3a has the highest correlation between score and quality, while r/news, shown in figure 3b , has one of the weakest relationships. Figure 3c shows the relationship for all subreddits. In order to compress everything into one plot, we use the quantile of article quality (an article with a quantile of .75 has a higher quality than 75% of other articles in the same subreddit). Second, we log-transform the scores of each article, and then scale by the maximum logtransformed score within the subreddit.
The relationship between quality and popularity is consistent with expectations from the MusicLab experiments. Popularity is generally increasing with quality but articles of similar quality can have large differences in popularity. However we find that there are few instances of a mediocre quality article becoming one of the most popular articles in a subreddit, and few instances of high quality articles ending up with low scores. In general, the relationship between popularity and quality is stronger on Reddit and Hacker News than the MusicLab experiment. The first column of table 3 lists the spearman correlation coefficients between quality and popularity. Hacker News has the strongest relationship with a correlation of .8 and r/worldnews has the weakest with a correlation of .54.
We had initially expected the quality-popularity relationship to be weaker on Hacker News than Reddit because of the lack of the downvote. Our theory was that a low quality article that made it to the front page of Hacker News would remain for a long time and get popular because there was no ability to downvote it off. This theory is partially true; the second column in table 3 shows the relationship between quality and total views. We estimate total views by t exp{p t i }, i.e. the sum of position biases for the positions that article i appeared in during its lifetime. The relationship between total views on Hacker News is much weaker than on Reddit, indicating that lower quality articles are being seen comparatively more often on Hacker News. However this did not translate to a weakened quality-popularity relationship as we had expected.
Discussion
There is one important caveat to these results. Many articles submitted to Reddit and Hacker News fail to gain any votes and quickly disappear. For example, there were 5000 articles submitted to Hacker News over the period of observation but only 1500 of them even made it to the top ranking. These ignored articles did not generate enough observations Table 3 : Spearman correlation between estimated quality and observed score, and quality and estimated views.
to be included in our dataset. So when we state that the relationship between quality and popularity is fairly strong, we must interpret that as only being among a set of articles that received at least a reasonable amount of attention.
In the Reddit dataset, the median article received 38 votes (upvotes plus downvotes), while the median Hacker News article received 21 votes, with a minimum of 3 votes in each case. Its likely there are a number of high quality articles that were discarded from this study because they didn't generate enough observations. Developing methods to handle these cases is an interesting direction for future work.
With this caveat in mind, these results imply that relative popularity is a good indicator of relative quality among articles that received a reasonable amount of attention. We now return to the thought experiment proposed in the introduction: If we asked a large number of people to vote on every music video on Youtube, how would "Gangnam Style" fare in that election? Based off of this work, we expect that it would rank higher than most other highly-watched videos. However its completely possible, and perhaps even likely, that a relatively unknown video would claim the top spot.
Reposts
As discussed in the last section, many articles on Reddit or Hacker News go almost completely ignored. A recent estimate shows that over half of links on Reddit receive at most 1 upvote (Olson 2015) . The work of Gilbert (2013) shows that it isn't because this content is necessarily bad; Gilbert finds that over half of popular images on Reddit were submitted and ignored a few times before they became popular. It seems problematic for Reddit's role as an aggregator of the most interesting content on the web.
One subtle point of (Gilbert 2013 ) is that those images eventually became popular, even if it took a few reposts. Although Reddit's voting mechanism failed to popularize some good content, the reposting behavior of Redditors corrected this failure. In this section we briefly explore the role of reposts in popularizing good content on Reddit. We find evidence that the number of reposts of an article is positively correlated with it's quality. Unfortunately we cannot use the methods from previous sections to estimate quality because the scope of our time-series data is too limited to capture much reposting behavior. Instead we limit ourselves to Youtube videos submitted to Reddit and use Youtube views as a proxy for quality.
(a) Observed popularity versus estimated quality for Hacker News. X-axis is truncated for visualization purposes but only a few data points were omitted. We study all videos that were uploaded to Youtube and submitted to r/videos in 2012. We're left with a set of 61,110 unique videos after removing videos we were unable to retrieve metadata for. These videos were submitted a total of 91,841 times to Reddit; 11,297 of these videos were submitted multiple times, generating a total of 42,028 reposts to Reddit. Figure 4a shows a scatter plot of number of posts to Reddit versus Youtube views for each video. There's a strong positive relationship between views and submissions, suggesting that users submit popular Youtube videos more frequently. Videos with more than 1 million views were submitted twice as often to Reddit; the mean and median number of submissions for all videos are 1.5 and 1 while the mean and median for videos with more than one million views are 3.6 and 2.
These reposts are actually responsible for surfacing many Youtube videos that would have gone unnoticed on Reddit otherwise. Figure 4b shows a bar chart of popular posts on r/videos, where popular is defined as being in the top 10% of posts in 2012 as measured by score 5 . We further divide videos by whether they have more or less than 1 million Youtube views. Videos are grouped by the number of posts until it became popular on Reddit. Videos in the first bucket were popular on their first submission, videos in the second bucket were popular on their second, etc. This plot demonstrates that only 59% of videos with more 1 million views become popular on their first submission, while 76% of videos with less than 1 million views became popular on their first submission. This difference is likely caused by the fact that more popular videos were submitted more times; we suspect that if videos with less than 1 million views were submitted as often, then these plots would be more equal. This conclusion, that reposts help popularize many videos, is similar to the conclusion of (Gilbert 2013) but our analysis further shows that reposts are particularly instrumental in popularizing videos that are externally popular. 5 This equates to having a score of 23 or greater. 6 We cannot rule out the possibility that number of submissions to Reddit is causing a rise in Youtube views but this seems unlikely
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper tries to understand the relationship between intrinsic article quality and popularity in social news aggregators. The heart of the problem is estimating parameters from data that allow us to reason counter-factually about the popularity of an article if the voting process were not subject to the large biases that exist in reality. We found that the most popular content on Reddit and Hacker News were, for the most part, higher quality articles than less popular content, which is surprising given the number of confounds on Reddit and Hacker News. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel problem within the field of popularity studies.
The poisson regression model presented in this paper is an initial approach to quality estimation, and can be improved in many ways. The most immediate is expanding the model to include a richer set of temporal features and social influence related features, such as commenting data. Although the role of social networks is relatively minimized on social news aggregators, we suspect that we could improve prediction accuracy on voting data from an article's early lifetime by incorporating such features.
There are a number of limitations to this study, and we outline some of the more technical limitations in section A.1 of the appendix. The main limitation is that our method cannot estimate the quality of a large set of articles because they do not remain in the rankings of Reddit or Hacker News long enough to generate many observations. This highlights the interesting property that early voting has a huge influence on eventual popularity. If an article receives a number of early downvotes, it effectively denies the community the chance to vote on that article. Quantifying the influence of early voters on popularity and its implications is an interesting direction for future research.
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